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DAILY MAGIC
I feel like you could probably teach a class on how to make a
great blog.
Loving In Stages
The choice of possessive article is dictared by the person
doing the possessmg: ich I mein my du you dein your Sie you,
formal Ihr your er he sein his es it sein its sie she ihr her
wir we unser our ihr you, plural euer your sie the ihr their
Sie you, plural, formal Ihr your Possessive articles follow
the same formal rules as the indefnite article and have the
same endings depending on how the noun they refer to is used
in the sentence: 40 VIERZIG Possessivartikel und
Possessivpronomen Das ist Sirone und ihr Hund.
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Drama Of Fiji: A Contemporary History
Photographer's life is endangered after his friend steals drug
dealer's money. I feel like we're making this big gamble about
the future of humankind, that this merger with their machines
is going to work out okay for us, without even pausing for a
second to think about what we're giving up.
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